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1. INTRODUCTION This document aims at providing necessary degree of clarity to the organization in order to enable successful and sustainable implementation of Issue-based AIESEC Experiences. During the creation of the document numerous sources of information and opinions were taken into account, mainly Steering Team, IC 2006 Issue-based AIESEC Experiences Working Group as well as input from all internal taskforces of AIESEC International. The organization is currently at exciting times, Issuebased AIESEC Experiences as one of the ways that brings us closer to our AIESEC 2010 vision receive lot of attention both from the organization and all its stakeholders. In line with current AIESEC Identity, running Issue-based AIESEC Experiences enriches the opportunities we give to our members to develop both general leadership competencies as to discover, gain knowledge, network and practical experience within the topic/issue of their interest and/or passion. This is well summarized under a concept of T-LEADERSHIP that describes the kind of a person we strive to develop while running issue-based activities 1 . While beginning larger implementation of the concept, naturally we are at a stage where we do not have answers to every single question; on the other hand, there exists a high degree of clarity about crucial things that allow the organization to move ahead with the concept and experiment to find the best ways of achieving final success. At the same time there are already many examples around the network to learn from and begin with. The challenge for the year will lie in setting up as powerful Issue-based AIESEC Experiences as possible and ensuring the long-term sustainability of provided activities as well as their short term results. The initiatives need to be generating short term and long term results, they also need to be profitable, to provide excitement for the members and be well promoted both internally and externally. Efforts of all the entities (AIESEC International, GN Boards, Member Committees, Local committees, etc.) should be oriented towards this bottom-line and ensure it becomes reality. We will begin by describing the basic definitions and concepts that we are building on, afterwards we will look more closely on different subsystems and try to see what are the opportunities and things to keep in mind as well as close off with looking at some of the common questions and describing the implementation focus for our year. The overall approach of the organization should reflect our ambition, the pioneering attitude as well as ability to take risks and learn from the implementation. The possible implications as of today are mentioned further in this document, in general they should serve to ensure faster and more quality implementation. The most important thing however, is taking bold and coordinated efforts towards the desired state, while sincerely willing to make things happen on all levels of the organization. As a final consideration, it is important to realize till which extent Issue-based AIESEC Experiences are finally finding a balance point between our indirect impact in society and the needs of our communities. Today AIESEC has a very innovative answer to a very fundamental organizational dilemma. It is in the hand of the current leadership to make sure the organization moves forward and ensures the cutting edge position it always have been able to have. AIESEC International 2006 2007



1



See Issue-based AIESEC Experiences & T-Leadership Appendix at the end of this document.
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2.



BASICS 2.1.



Definitions 2.1.1.



Issue based AIESEC Experience – Issue-based AIESEC Experience is defined as experiencing Taking Responsibility and/or Leadership role plus Exchange plus 6 elements of the learning environment, all around the same issue/topic.



2.1.2.



Individual vs. Organization – what can help us to further understand the definition and the concept is splitting our thinking into 2 levels, first level describes an experience of an individual going through the Issue-based AIESEC Experience, the second states what needs to be ensured from organizational level to create possibilities for such experience. 2.1.2.1. Individual perspective – From an individual perspective, the experience of a person in AIESEC and its final impact depends on many variables (e.g. personality, attitude, previous experiences, individual path in AIESEC, quality of the opportunities taken, personal networks, etc.). As some of these variables can be addressed and some depends on factors we can not influence, it is not entirely possible to judge quality and existence of one’s Issuebased AIESEC Experience, the individual himself needs to define this. 2.1.2.2. Organizational perspective – From the perspective of the organization, however, it is possible to measure quantity and quality of offered opportunities as well as number of people going through Issue-based AIESEC Experiences and passing through its different stages. Therefore, in order to implement Issue-based AIESEC Experiences it is needed for any entity to offer opportunities to Take Responsibility, experience Leadership Role, go on Exchange and have all the elements of the Learning Environment in place within an ISSUE/TOPIC that the individual is interested in or develops interest while being in AIESEC. (AIESEC is both, the place to live an experience around an ISSUE/TOPIC as well as the supporter in the process of discover the ISSUE/TOPIC for the person). Some final considerations: 9 AIESEC can make the opportunities high quality and quantity. 9 AIESEC should provide sufficient amount of meaningful opportunities so members can choose according to their interest. 9 AIESEC should look for external advice in order to properly choose the ISSUES/TOPICS with biggest external and internal potential. 9 AIESEC must improve every year and incorporate feedback and learning into setting better opportunities in the future (people who go through the experience manage the availability of opportunities for others next year) 9 AIESEC should assess the previous experiences of new members while they enter the organization in order to map out the new topics accordingly as well as stimulate the development of interests in members during their AIESEC Experience.



9 AIESEC must ensure proper involvement of external partners to help members to form powerful AIESEC and non-AIESEC networks around the issues/topics of their interest.
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2.1.3.



Learning environment - What makes a learning organization different from other organizations is how unique and different its learning environment is. The AIESEC Learning Environment brings that uniqueness to the organization. All these 6 components comprise the core of AIESEC activity in each LC all around the AIESEC network. These activities give a framework to LC activities ensuring delivery of AIESEC Experiences to members. Following are the elements of general learning environment formed to support the AIESEC Experience of our members. The learning environment in the context of Issue-based AIESEC Experience implementation differs from the general by having a focus around an ISSUE/TOPIC; however the opportunities are there for all individuals and should not be restricted to any particular group of people.



A LC that has decided to offer AIESEC Experiences around an issue/topic should ensure that there are opportunities for: (1) individual discovery and reflection around the topic (i.e. addressing interesting questions through mentorship or learning circles – what can be the impact of my actions in the future in this area?); (2) creation of a team that will work on activities around the topic (such activities should ensure more AIESEC Experiences will be lived around the topic by realizing exchanges, preparing seminars and/or learning circles, etc. – one good example can be a P-BoX Team); (3) hosting learning circles around the issue/topic during LC meetings, or conferences, as well as part of the team’s calendar of activities (inviting experts in the topic as well as other students of the university that are not part of AIESEC will increase the diversity of viewpoints); (4) hosting conferences and/or seminars that are managed by the team working on the issue/topic (attendance of external conferences/seminars around the topic is also a good way to motivate the members of the team to bring more knowledge to the team and the LC); (5) having a virtual space to keep up the interaction with other members of AIESEC in other LCs that are working on the issue/topic or that are just interested personally in making a virtual contribution to forums, blogs, etc (constant usage of Global Communities for that purpose should be encouraged to bring as many viewpoints to the dialogues as possible); (6) find mentors that have some expertise in the issue/topic or that share that interest with the members of the team.
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2.2. Puzzle As mentioned in the introduction, this year’s role is to start building the puzzle for a successful implementation. Some pieces and the way they connect together are already known, however others still need to be found, discovered and fitted into the final puzzle.



The blue circles indicate that the actions in the green and yellow pieces are based on an issue/topic. Bellow you will find explanation for the different parts of the puzzle in the correspondent colors. The numbering system used under the colored tabs corresponds with the numbers used in the puzzle itself in the matching color pieces.



2.2.1. WHY WE MOVE AHEAD? I.



IDENTITY – Connected to our corework and nature of our members, the Issuebased AIESEC Experiences help us to fulfill our role by ensuring that the experiences we offer will enable the development of T-leaders increasing in this way the chances of delivering leadership for a positive impact on society.



II.



T-LEADERSHIP – as explained in the previously in this document, Issue-based AIESEC Experiences enable our members to develop both general leadership competencies together with specialized knowledge, networks, knowledge and experiences around issues/topics of their interest.



III.



EXTERNAL RELEVANCE – Issue-based AIESEC Experiences give opportunities for more relevant external positioning, interaction with the external environment as well as funding and other opportunities (you will find more in the opportunities under subsystem implications).



IV.



INTERNAL RELEVANCE - Furthermore, running Issue-based AIESEC Experiences brings also lot of internal relevance for people living and managing the experiences (you will find more in the opportunities under subsystem implications).
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2.2.2. HOW TO CHOOSE AN ISSUE/TOPIC? 2 1. There is a clear need for future positive leadership to be developed in the issue/topic for your society. 2. There is a clear possibility to realize incoming and outgoing exchanges (It is important to cross check which other countries/territories will be working in the same issue to ensure balanced supply-demand in exchanges) 3. There is a clear possibility to find current and/or future membership that is passionate on the issue/topic 4. There is a clear possibility to financially sustain the activities (investments are being made in your society in projects related to the issue/topic, there are current or potential partners interested in funding activities related to the topic/issue, etc)



2.2.3. HOW TO BECOME PART OF LN IG 3 ? (all around the Issue/Topic) 4 1. AIESEC offers/provides opportunities to live the ‘Taking Responsibility’ stage of the AIESEC Experience around the topic/issue – i.e. have a team which is working on the Issue, this can be a P-BoX team, etc. 2. AIESEC offers/provides opportunities to live the ‘Leadership Role’ stage of the AIESEC Experience around the topic/issue – i.e. issue/topic-based teams have a leader who is accountable for their performance. These leadership opportunities need to comply with the Leadership Role criteria 5 defined for AIESEC Experiences. 3. AIESEC offers/provides opportunities to live the ‘Exchange’ stage of the AIESEC Experience around the topic/issue – i.e. clear targets for incoming and outgoing X realizations, however there is a minimum of at least 1 incoming and 1 outgoing exchanges realized per LC involved. 4. AIESEC offers/provides opportunities to live the ‘Learning Environment’ of the AIESEC Experience around the topic/issue – i.e. there are activities that ensure that the 6 elements are in place for all the members being engaged around the issue/topic. Other members/trainees that are not living an Issue-based AIESEC Experience on the topic/issue, or are not living an Issue-based AIESEC Experience at all, also have access to join the activities around the Learning Environment that have been planned by the other teams – i.e. there is a team in the LC living Issue-based AIESEC Experiences around HIV/AIDS, they invite all members and trainees to the different Learning Circles, conferences, blogs, etc. that they have been putting in place as part of their issue-based experience. Other: 5. AIESEC ensures financial and learning (content) partners on the issue/topic. 6. AIESEC ensures that the IBXP plan is part of an entity year plan – i.e. if a country/territory is involved in the Energy IG, then in the plan of AIESEC in that country/territory, Energy IG commitments will be clearly outlined as well as the activities that will make sure the fulfillments of those commitments (same for LCs).



2



It is importnat that the selection of issues/topics is done in a very consciuous way and preferably with the involvement of different stakeholders and external advise. One good way to do so is during a national conference. IG – From here on in this document we will be refering to the Initiative Groups for the further creation of Learning Networks (LNs) as IGs. 4 First 4 bullet points apply in general for running all Issue-based AIESEC Experiences regardless of IG participation. 5 Any experience in AIESEC which consists of all the following 4 elements is considered as an active, functional leadership experience and defines the ‘Leadership Role’ stage of the AIESEC Experience: 9 A member is managing and coaching a group of at least 3 other individuals 9 The group is working to achieve defined goals within a specified period of time 9 The group works together for a minimum duration of 2 months 9 The group and the leader have been assigned by an appropriate person/entity from within AIESEC 3
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2.2.4. HOW TO BECOME A LEARNING NETWORK? 1. Exchange growth: 9



A minimum of 100 exchanges are realized fulfilling the defined global quality standards



9



Annual global growth rate of at least 25% for the exchanges realized within the topic *** 6



2. Member participation in virtual & physical learning: 9



Members have had the opportunity to attend at least 2 learning events in each country/territory, in the past year ***



3. Quality of the learning platform 7 – at group and individual level 4. Diverse stakeholder participation: 9



At least one (1) national learning/content partner for each participating country/territory ***



5. Internationalism – participation of countries: 9



At least six (6) countries from a minimum of 2 different Growth Networks are participating in the initiative and contributing to the exchange results in the issue/topic



9



At least six (6) participating countries are realizing both incoming and outgoing exchanges



6. Revenue generation: 9



At least one (1) partnership that has been developed to work together in the delivery of Issue-based AIESEC Experiences around the issue/topic of the IG is generating direct revenue for the MCs of all the participating AIESEC countries/territories (either through a general sponsorship, sponsorship for an event, exchanges, etc.) ***



9



All expenses incurred at different levels have been covered through the revenues generated by the implementation of Issue-based AIESEC Experiences around the issue/topic of the IG in each country ***



2.3. Making connections



6
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2.3.1.



Running Issue-based AIESEC Experiences is a way of running AIESEC Experiences around particular issues/topics (this also signifies that the processes established to run AIESEC Experience are applicable for Issuebased AIESEC Experiences as well, the only difference is that these processes/opportunities are run/delivered under the umbrella of an issue/topic).



2.3.2.



Initiative Groups (IGs) are groups of AIESEC countries/territories that are running their Issue-based AIESEC Experiences around the same issue/topic and decide to fulfill the LN commitments to form a Global Learning Network together.



2.3.3.



Learning Networks (LNs) are Initiative Groups (IGs) that had successfully fulfilled all the certification criteria in order to become a Learning Network as stated in the ‘HOW TO BECOME A LEARNING NETWORK?’ part of the puzzle highlighted in yellow previously in this document (point 2.2.4).



Points marked with (***) have to be the case with at least six (6) participant countries/territories (coming from at least 2 Growth Networks) AIESEC will be able to measure the quality of the AIESEC Experience with the new IS platform being developed in partnership with TCS (see www.tcs.com) to be launched at the International Congress 2007 in Turkey.
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3. ISSUE-BASED EXPERIENCES’ IMPLICATIONS IN THE AIESEC SYSTEM MODEL This part of the document analyzes the impact of Issue-based Experience implementation on the AIESEC system as a whole and its sub-systems. As we are in early stages of working with the concept, these are just initial thoughts about the potential impact on the way we operate. This analysis includes input from Steering Team 0506, IC 2006 Issue-based Experiences Working Group as well as many internal AIESEC International 0506 and 0607 research and discussions. Within every subsystem opportunities are outlined with short term implications for different entities. At the same time the analysis mention key things to keep in mind in order to successfully implement Issue-based Experiences. 3.1.



The AIESEC System AIESEC, as any other organization, creates a system of many different elements and they, through interaction together, ensure we deliver high quality AIESEC Experiences that enable opportunities for young people to become relevant leaders for the needs of their communities. The AIESEC System then, is a systematic representation of the different parts of AIESEC operations, how they interrelate together having the organizational identity and strategy as a base and how these operations are interrelated with the external environment. Elements of the system make the essence of our organization and provide us with clear idea where we need to focus our efforts. In this document we will be taking a look at the AIESEC System from the Issue-based Experiences implementation perspective.
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3.1.1.



AIESEC’s Identity & Strategy: In the heart of the organization are organizational vision, role, core work statement, values, and organizational strategy as the core of AIESEC system. The center of system (Identity & Strategy) shapes and determines what happens in sub-systems.



the the the the



3.1.1.1. AIESEC’s Identity: The AIESEC Identity is clearly explained in detail in the AIESEC Identity Toolkit. The implementation of Issue-based AIESEC Experiences gives space to put in practice our nature when states that AIESEC is no longer an organization just for students of economics. Our membership base has expanded to university students that are interested in more than just economics. Our role statement emphasizes that the development of leadership in individuals is the way that we contribute to our societies, as these leaders would have a positive impact on them in the present and future. This links to our vision in the sense that to contribute to peace, we need to provide leaders who can make a positive impact in their communities not only across cultures, but also across sectors of society. Issue-based Experiences increase the competencies that our members develop to make positive changes around different issues/topics across the globe. 3.1.1.2. AIESEC’s Strategy: The AIESEC Strategy is clearly explained in detail in the AIESEC 2010 Scorecard document. Taking some glimpses into the Product Leadership Strategy definition of AIESEC some interesting notes on how the implementation of issue-based AIESEC Experiences enrich our strategy can be found: 9



AIESEC Experience is the core product of AIESEC. Different facets of AIESEC Experience are sold to different stakeholders who customize their own experience – Implementing Issuebased Experiences increases the possibilities to offer more diverse range of opportunities to the different stakeholders.



9



AIESEC XP as an experience & how it is lived needs to continue to evolve & improve, which would ensure our product leadership. The main elements of AIESEC‘s core work – as per the organizational identity – are an exchange & leadership experience & a global learning environment – Issuebased experiences implementation enrich and improve the way AIESEC Experiences are live and include the fulfillment of the key elements of the core work mentioned in the identity of the organization.



9



The objectives & scope of our core processes need to be standardized across the network. The processes should be customizable to the reality of countries, which would ensure our product leadership on the ground, at the LC level – Issuebased experiences give freedom to MCs and LCs to choose the issues/topics based on different criteria as mentioned in this document, however there are some minimums that are standardized in order to ensure consistency and alignment of our activities at global level.



9



We need to be always sure about our product portfolio & the value that the products offer – with the implementation of issuebased experiences AIESEC’s portfolio continues to evolve as we find more opportunities with the AIESEC Experience.
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3.1.2.



External Environment relevance: AIESEC entities don’t exist in a vacuum; they are set in a particular country/territory and region to which they are inextricably linked. This setting provides "No sensible decision can be multiple contexts that influence how AIESEC made any longer without taking operates and how and what kind of Issueinto account not only the world as based Experiences are relevant in such it is but also the world as it will context. Thus, the concept of "external be." environment" is an important consideration for AIESEC as it attempts to (1) understand the Isaac Asimov, Russian research needed in order to choose those biochemist and author (1920-1992) around which AIESEC issues/topics 8 Experiences will take place with the final aim to deliver relevant leaders connected with the real needs of the different communities where AIESEC operates. An analysis of the external environment is also an attempt to (2) understand the forces outside the organizational boundaries that shape the Issue-based Experiences in order to use them as a way to make AIESEC more sustainable 9 .



3.1.3.



AIESEC Sub-Systems: Outside of the center of the AIESEC System, we can distinguish five (5) Sub-Systems. Each one of them is comprised by a very logical internal system, and all of them are required to perform properly for AIESEC to be able to respond to the needs of the external environment in a sustainable way whilst ensuring the organization is fulfilling its role as stated in the identity.



See point 2.3.2. in this document to understand how to choose an issue/topic in the context of delivering Issue-based Experiences. See point 3.1.3.2. in this document to understand how the implementation of Issue-based Experiences can support the sustainability of the organization.
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3.1.3.1. Organizational Structure Sub-System: It considers the way how AIESEC members are grouped and work together. It takes into consideration global, national and local structures. It also includes governing policies of our organization: how decisions are made, membership criteria, roles and responsibilities of different bodies, governance and advisory structures, etc. Opportunities 9



Structures are becoming more dynamic and enable innovation as well as development of leadership competencies for a larger group of people encouraging individual initiative at the same time.



9



Networks and partnerships between different entities are formed enabling successful cooperation.



9



Structure allowing for direct involvement of all the stakeholders around the Issue (External partners, members, etc.).



9



Impulse to creation of strong external advisory boards (e.g. Board of Experts on the Issue to support/mentor teams that are living issue-based experiences).



9



Structures allowing creation of middle management positions and encouraging increasing number of opportunities to live the leadership role stage of the AIESEC Experience.



9



Structures allow accommodating an increasing number of members within the LCs.



Key things to keep in mind
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9



Proper structure needs to support the implementation of Issuebased AIESEC Experiences (There are currently examples of successful structures allowing Issue-based Experiences 10 ).



9



Proper planning system with adequate external (local Board of Advisors - BoA) and internal involvement enables successful implementation.



9



Issue-based AIESEC Experiences are built bottom top with a proper support and direction from the management body, achieving coordinated cooperation from all levels.



9



Application of the selection criteria for the issue/topic and ensuring external expertise during the process is crucial in the process of running Issue-based AIESEC experiences as it helps to ensure internal and external relevance of our activities as well as create good ground for concrete results coming our of activities.



9



Long term approach in choosing the Issues and running the Issue Based AIESE experiences allows for successful execution and continuous improvement of know-how and processes within the Issue



9



Project management skills and middle management education significantly increase chances of success



9



It is important to ensure leadership sustainability of the LC as well as its functioning (positioning correctly the different opportunities within the LC)



9



Clearly defining roles and responsibilities of different entities supports the implementation



9



The conference cycle on all levels should support the education and execution of Issue Based activities



9



Transition taking into account the accumulated knowledge around running Issue Based AIESEC Experiences is necessary for long term continuity of activities.



Please contact the MCs mentioned in the point 5.2. of this document to find out more about real case practices.
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3.1.3.2. Financial Management Sub-System: It represents the flow of money through our organization, incomes and spending (including all the sources of incomes and spending). This sub-system looks also very much into sustainability issue that is in the global agenda of AIESEC. Opportunities 9



Easier way to link with the external environment which will allow the organization to gain external support to enable the development of leaders around the issues/topics relevant to local societies.



9



Easier packaging and selling of the concept to external entities can increase the amount and diversity of financial revenues as well as help to explore previously undiscovered sources of revenue.



9



Running Issue-based AIESEC Experiences as finite programs (with a clear start and end) and including proper financial planning and budgeting gives valuable experience and knowledge to the members.



9



There is a big potential to engage in exploring the non-corporate sector to fund specific issue-based activities since they can be circumscribed within the spectrum of foundations and grant donors eligibility criterion for funds allocation.



Key things to keep in mind 9



Financial management of the LC should support the way of running Issue-based AIESEC Experiences (e.g. budget for project teams, pricing, etc.)



9



It is crucial that in overall the activities run are profitable and financially sustainable: o



profit should be planned and financial incomes carefully laid out in the budget, ensuring financial sustainability of the projects as well as of the entities (LC, MC) in the short, medium and long term.



9



Monitoring the positive impact and development of people can help AIESEC to sell better similar experiences in the future (e.g. tracking alumni and their impact).



9



Lots of attention should be devoted to choosing the correct external issue with sufficient potential to generate exchanges and needed financial resources as well as fulfilling the membership and leadership criterion.



9



Legal matters need to be aligned to support successful implementation (proper contracts, internship administration, etc.).



9



Attention should be given to feasibility of fulfilling promised expectations towards external entities while selling the products.



9



Structuring partners‘ groups and cooperation with external stakeholders around the issues/topics can benefit the entities in terms of available know-how and financial as well as non-financial resources.
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3.1.3.3. Exchange Management Sub-System: It represents the main processes in AIESEC that enable the organization to provide exchange experiences to young people and organizations. Under this sub-system are also included all the policies and issues concerning the way AIESEC runs and manages the exchange processes. Opportunities 9



Higher quality of interns with practical experience within an issue/topic as well as better positioning towards enablers and supporters.



9



Enlarging the supply of members to new faculties more linked with the issues/topics. This will indeed also increase the diversity of AIESEC’s membership base.



9



Better integration of all stakeholders (external and internal) within the exchange experience since they are connected by their choice of topic – passions and interests.



9



Increased motivation, drive and chances of success in the realization of exchanges coming from personal interest in the issue/topic.



9



With proper planning and segmentation the efficiency of targeting and selling towards the external environment increases.



9



LCs working with the same issue/topic for longer time will benefit from building know-how and networks (enablers, alumni, supporters, brand) as well as ensuring the supply demand for their exchange processes.



9



Interesting projects, partnerships and networks with other countries encourage members to go on exchange.



Key things to keep in mind 9



Every step of the process of ensuring the delivery of exchange experiences within the framework of issue-based experiences helps the final success of the activities (quality market research, external analysis, identity refresher, etc.).



9



The success also builds on traditional success factors of ensuring exchange realizations (selling, tracking, account management, etc.) and if these are not in place the success is not guaranteed just by the issue-based approach towards the exchange stage of the AIESEC Experience.



9



Coordinating activities on a Global, Growth Network and National level supports successful realization of planned targets and simplify the exchange supply and demand management.



9



The learning activities as well as other parts of the team activities should be balanced in order to provide success. It is crucial to ensure learning environment is in place as well as concrete performance goals in terms of exchange are fulfilled in order to ensure sustainability of the activities as well as provide meaningful learning experience for the people engaged in the execution.



9



When running Issue-based AIESEC experiences, the goal should be to provide both outgoing and incoming exchanges as much as possible.



9



When running exchange processes in context of Issue-based AIESEC Experiences it is always crucial to increase quantity of the exchange experiences we provide while their quality is being improved in parallel.



9



Our TN sales processes need to adequately reflect brand promise, product leadership strategy and our engagement in the issue/topic.
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3.1.3.4. Information Management Sub-System: It represents the information systems that enable AIESEC to work as a global organization as well as AIESEC’s knowledge management approach, the management of the flow of information between entities, etc. Global Information Systems are considered here (AIESEC.net, Insight XP, CMS, etc.). Opportunities 9



More adequate usage of AIESEC’s IS for learning and development (increase the usage of blogs, increasing quality of virtual discussions, etc).



9



Usage of our IS learning platform as a product to generate involvement and engagement of partners in both, financial and nonfinancial ways.



9



Increasing infrastructure and IS/IT capacity of the organization if there are Issue-based Experiences being lived around ICT.



9



Increasing number of people with IS/IT background and accessing new sources for potential membership.



9



Increasing the organizational capacity to efficiently use its Information systems brings large benefits for all the activities.



9



Attracting organizations from corporate and non-governmental sectors with big potential for cooperation.



9



Profiling AIESEC with connection to IT issues that are very relevant for current world reality (learning circles, AIESEC Experiences, exchanges, etc.)



Key things to keep in mind 9



There are 2 different levels of thinking about Issue Based AIESEC Experiences impact on the Information Management Sub-System, one is how the current systems and development of the new system supports its implementation, the other level is how running Issuebased AIESEC Experiences around ICT issue/topic can build capacity of the organization and support its relevance towards the external world.



9



Proper IT infrastructure and organizational know-how is an essential part of running high quality issue-based AIESEC Experiences.



9



The current and future platform should be open and accessible to both internal and external participants.



9



The currently available IS platform needs to be utilized properly to support the implementation of Issue-based AIESEC Experiences.



9



The development of the new IS platform will take into account support for networking as well as management of Issue-based AIESEC Experiences.
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3.1.3.5. Talent Management Sub-System: It represents all the processes that are used in the organization to enhance competencies, motivation, and leadership of members as well as to manage our human capital. The Talent Management Sub-System is comprised of eleven (11) Talent Management Processes and a Talent Development component. The processes are: Talent Planning; Talent Marketing; Talent Selection; Talent Goal Setting & Orientation; Talent Allocation; Talent Education & Training; Talent Coaching; Talent Tracking & Pipeline Management; Transition; Talent Performance Assessment; and Talent motivation – Rewards & Recognition. The Talent Development component includes more dynamic elements such as leadership development programs, learning partnership or content partnerships, between others. Opportunities 9



Better integration and member allocation - people working on area of previous or developing interest, increases motivation, satisfaction and thus retention rate grows.



9



The alignment between individual and organizational goals it will be positively affected by the implementation of the Issue-based AIESEC Experiences since members will have the chance to live experiences under their passions/interests.



9



Gives focus and consistency to all the elements of the learning environment (virtual environment, learning activities, internal and external conferences, external mentors, team experiences, etc.).



9



Increases chances of the organization making a positive impact in society in its indirect approach – the person is leaving with specific knowledge, leadership competencies as well as a proper support network around the issue/topic.



9



AIESEC is equally suitable space for people to develop in their known issue/topic of passion/interest or to discover it while in the organization; the platform brings together people in different stages of their lives and their AIESEC Experience to benefit from each others’ knowledge and interests/passions as well as from the available opportunities.



9



Heading for the future becomes clear platform to connect members and their experiences with alumni and their experiences. These is also easily positioned to the external environment.



Key things to keep in mind 9



The entire recruitment, induction and allocation are done in line with concrete opportunities to live Issue-based AIESEC Experiences based on the existing opportunities in the LC.



9



Some considerations about Recruitment and Induction in the context of Issue-based AIESEC Experiences: o



LC should run recruitment and induction as one and unique process. Concrete opportunities around issues/topics – when available – should be introduced, as well as the opportunity to discover their interest/passion throughout the process.



o



Selection should be done based on competencies and skills, as defined in the member profile and supported by the competency model. The interest of the individuals should be examined throughout the induction, and only used as criteria later on when new members actually make the goal setting for the opportunities they want to get involved in and apply for. The interest/passion of members should not become a critical criterion for selection.
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o



The topic can only become selection criterion at the allocation moment, therefore people had been offered the opportunity to discover their interest and then make a conscious decision upon what they are interested in.



9



The expectations should be correctly managed during promotion, concrete opportunities are promoted or the fact that they will be developed (i.e. when the LC is planning a P-BoX in an specific issue/topic but the team is not yet in place). The opportunities should be prepared and managed from the organizational perspective by the older members for newly recruited members to live them.



9



The allocation of the members reflects their preferences but also general competencies and skills suitable for different opportunities (composition of a team, etc. – i.e. marketing team, learning team, etc.).



9



Recruitment should always aim for diversity within the LC, in terms of profiles and knowledge so that you do not affect the performance of your Local Committee (i.e. recruiting only first and second year students, or only one kind of academic background of students). AIESEC is open and should be open to any year of university as long as they have the competencies required and the interest/commitment to engage and live their AIESEC Experience.



9



MCs role is to support LCs in properly run all processes to deliver Issue-based AIESEC Experiences to members and aligning all the learning activities of the teams working on the issues/topics to enlarge knowledge of the members around those as well as ensuring success and sustainability of the executed activities.



9



All Talent Management Processes need to happen as in any other AIESEC Experience since they are part of how we manage the talent in the organization no matter which kind of experience members are living. However the issue-based experiences allow space for creativity and innovation around those processes.



9



A issue-based experience is not realized just if recruitment, induction and allocation is done accordingly. The issue-based experience does not depend on the Talent Management Processes but in the stages that the members live under the issue and the learning environment as explained in point 2.1.1.
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3.1.4.



AIESEC Brand: The AIESEC brand is an external representation of who we are and what we do every day. The core of our brand (our “brand promise”) is directly linked with our organizational identity focused around developing young global leaders – our day to day work. A brand is the image we are portraying about ourselves to others, such as the way we speak about how we develop leaders.



The core of our brand promise is activating leadership—because that is the essence of what we do in AIESEC, developing leaders who will have a positive impact on society. We do this through connecting youth across the globe to form a diverse environment. Our members represent the top talent of youth in the world today, evident from the excellence they strive for in their work and incredible amount of passion and enjoyment they add to it. Having a global brand allows AIESEC (1) to be more consistent and credible, (2) to attract more stakeholders and give AIESEC a clear competitive advantage; (3) to attract the right stakeholders and to set the right expectations; and (4) to align the organization to globally leverage the AIESEC Experience. Opportunities 9



Strengthens the impact of the external representation of our activities of making an impact on society (our identity) – which in turn strengthens our brand



9



Our increased coverage in the media (due to our increasing relevance in society and these particular issues) additionally further strengthens our message of the impact that AIESEC is making on society



9



In terms of our global brand, issue based experiences will focus on how we impact and develop leaders in a specific sector – giving us more credibility that we can make a positive impact on society in this one environment, for instance; so the relevance of our activities is increased.



9



Key media can be approached specifically focused around the one issue (i.e. CSR publications, Education, Finance, etc publications).
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9



Implementing issue based experiences will allow us to run events more relevant to local communities – for instance a panel on HIV/AIDS that is run in Africa – this is more relevant for the society and public who could attend the event as well as increase media coverage in local and content specific media.



9



This supports our achievement of AIESEC 2010, specifically on the line that mentions that AIESEC will be recognized as the number one organization for students and organizations for activating leadership.



9



Increases our connection with high profile people and organizations working on specific issues – which is good both for us to be connecting with the right people (to make the right kind of needed impact) as well as profiling our activities externally, having high profile people/organizations working with us can help us to increase our visibility and further strengthen our brand.



9



Build quality partnership portfolio that cooperate with AIESEC for the right reasons.



9



Positive impact on the AIESEC brand at a university level. These positive impacts include: o



Attracting not only people interested in development but also with particular interest.



general



leadership



o



Increased number of concrete opportunities to offer to members and profile AIESEC.



o



Increased value and positioning on high quality universities.



o



Enlarging profile of students we are working with and we are relevant for.



Key things to keep in mind 9



Our work is significant and making a needed impact in society indirectly – we are neither ‘activists’ against a specific cause nor do we claim to make a direct impact with our work. This distinguishing is important so as to not misrepresent ourselves and what we do – providing a platform for education and dialogue around a specific issue, and empowering members to think about what they can do to drive change.



9



In line with the T-Leadership concept, issues should be communicated as opportunities under the umbrella of activating leadership in order to position AIESEC correctly towards the external environment (both towards students, companies and all other stakeholders). The first thing that AIESEC does is activate leaders to make an impact on society – we do this through our learning networks such as HIV/AIDS, Energy, Finance, Education and CR.



9



Sustainable partners are important for cooperation with our learning networks, not only to live up to our organizational valued but also to keep in mind for external profiling of our partnerships with such organizations.



9



AIESEC should partner with variety of companies around the same Issue to provide room for diverse dialogue that facilitates the learning of our members.
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4. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQS) 4.1. What is the relation between the AIESEC Experience and Issue-based AIESEC Experiences? Issue-based AIESEC Experiences give focus to the general AIESEC Experience. You can imagine it like giving a color to your AIESEC Experience flow that symbolized the issues/topic of your passion/interest. 4.2. Is the organizational ambition to have all AIESEC Experiences becoming Issuebased AIESEC Experiences? No, the organizational ambition should not be to ensure that all AIESEC Experiences become Issue-based AIESEC Experiences in the future. AIESEC would like to allow members to discover their issues/passions while being in AIESEC if they haven’t identify them before joining the organization. This principle allow members to live their AIESEC experience when they haven’t identify their issue/topic of passion/interest and even finish their AIESEC Experience without having identify it clearly. Under such scenario, AIESEC cannot aim to deliver just issue-based experiences. However, every member in AIESEC should have the opportunity to live an Issuebased AIESEC Experience if that is their desire. Thus, every LC needs to be able to offer AIESEC Experiences around specific issues/topics and also give space for members to create new spaces for issue-based AIESEC Experiences in issues/topics that are not currently being work on in the local committees. It is important to clarify that just members that already understand how AIESEC operates should be encouraged to create teams around issues/topics. New members should be encouraged to wait until they understand the basic principles of AIESEC operations in order to propose teams and activities around new issues/topics. It is the belief of the organization that Issue-based AIESEC Experiences are a very effective and sustainable way to deliver the entire AIESEC Experience to our members. Members can always choose if - and in what issue/topic – they want to live their experience in, on the basis of their interests/passions. They can also choose to change issues/topics at different stages of the AIESEC Experience. However, for an AIESEC Experiences to be recognized as an Issuebased AIESEC Experience, it would have to conform to the criteria, as stated in the point 2.1.1. of this document. 4. 3. What if the people do not know the issue/topic of their interest/passion when or after entering AIESEC? AIESEC will be offering different opportunities to live issue-based experiences from where members can chose to participate in different activities (i.e. learning circles, PBoXes teams, etc) and thus allow people to examine different issues/topics while they are in AIESEC. There will most likely be people that enter AIESEC with already defined interest for an issue/topic. However the organization will always have members that develop such interest/passion during their time in AIESEC and some that will live general AIESEC Experiences. 4. 4. Which experience is more quality? As development of an individual is a complex psychological process it is not possible to judge which individual experience is better. This applies for most of the experiences in AIESEC, what it can measure and improve is the quantity and quality of the opportunities AIESEC is offering to its members. 4. 5. Can a country/territory not implement Issue-based AIESEC Experiences? It is the final decision of each AIESEC entity to move ahead with the implementation. However, considering all the opportunities connected with implementation as well as the fact that Issue-based AIESEC Experiences were chosen as a global focus area at IPM 2007 in the Netherlands, and being one of the CSFs of the AIESEC 2010
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scorecard where the organization strongly needs to improve, it is strongly recommended that countries/territories explore the concept and make effort towards its implementation. 4. 6. Is functional AIESEC Experience also an Issue Based AIESEC Experience? If the specific functional area fulfills also other criteria for choosing an issue/topic as stated previously in this document (see point 2.2.2.) then it should be considered as such. 4. 7. What is the relation between Issue-based AIESEC Experiences and Learning Networks? Learning Networks bring together countries/territories running Issue-based AIESEC Experiences around common issues/topics. The Learning Networks are certified as such as global level when the set of activities that these countries/territories perform around the issue/topic is considered together and fulfill all the LN certification criteria. 4. 8. Do all the AIESEC processes need to be issue-based in order for the AIESEC entity to run Issue-based AIESEC Experiences? No, the organization continues running AIESEC Experiences in the same way. The only change that happens is the focus of some of the provided opportunities around particular issues/topics. 4. 9. Is the particular learning environment only for people living Issue-based AIESEC Experiences in the specific issue/topic in the Local Committee? No, all the different activities should be open to anyone who is interested in the local committee, even though the member might be currently taking part in activities around a different issue/topic (e.g. if the HIV/AIDS team in the LC is hosting a learning circle around ‘stigmatization’, all LC members should be notified and invited. This means that members living an issue-based AIESEC Experience in a different issue/topic – i.e. the Entrepreneurship Team in the LC – should be able to attend). 4. 10. What qualifies for issue-based exchange? The sector, which is related to the issue/topic and/or Job Description which is related to the issue plus learning environment around the Issue 9



Examples for a Finance LN internship: o



Sector + learning environment: ƒ



o



JD + learning environment: ƒ



o



TN taker UBS, internship in the HR department, hosting LC is running learning activities around Finance. TN taker H&M internship the finance department, hosting LC is running learning activities around Finance.



Sector + JD + learning environment: ƒ



TN taker Finance department of government, internship around micro credits, hosting LC is running learning activities around Finance.
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5. ISSUE-BASED AIESEC EXPERIENCES IMPLEMENTATION There are different ways in which AIESEC entities (AI, MCs and LCs) are taking forward the implementation of Issue-based AIESEC Experiences this year as outlined bellow. 5.1. AIESEC International efforts for implementation: AI has been working on this area as it was selected by the MCPs as a Global Focus Area for the term 2006 2007 at IPM 2006 in The Netherlands. One of the AI0607 Scoreboard items is related to fulfill the mandate given by the Global Plenary when this decision was made. The AI0607 Scoreboard item states: “We have provided clarity around issue-based AIESEC Experiences at all levels of the organization ensuring a sustainable implementation. Our members are able to live quality issue-based experiences in structured and conscious way.” For further information about AI efforts in implementation please contact [email protected] Initial effort of AIESEC International 2006 2007 have been the creation and compilation of this document – Issue-based Experiences: Making the most of our AIESEC Experiences! – which incorporates all the critical information needed to bring such clarity. For feedback or contributions to this first version please contact [email protected] During the International Congress 2006 in Poland, a complete part of the agenda was dedicated to Issue-based Experiences. Take a look at the outputs: 9 Once upon a time – General intro to the puzzle of the Issue-based AIESEC experiences. 9 LN Day – Diverse perspectives in the current global IGs. 9 Making Issue-based XPs happen – Output of several groups planning around different issues/topics. 9 Issue-based XPs in my reality – How to bring Issue-based AIESEC Experiences back to my reality?



During IC06 we also hosted AIESEC University Live! For the first time AIESEC University was delivered based on the AIESEC 2010 Scorecard CSFs. As part of such initiative, different materials related to the Issue-based Experiences CSF where created, take a look at them. For further information about AIESEC University contact [email protected] 9 How to do recruitment and induction in the context of Issue Based AIESEC Experiences – here. 9 How to set up learning environment for Issue Based AIESEC Experiences – here. 9 How to create and manage P-BoXes – here. 9 How to engage partners in Issue Based Experiences – here. 9 How to base product development and ER on product leadership – here.



At the same time, AI has been working on guidelines for communication of Issuebased AIESEC Experiences within the framework of the AIESEC Brand. For more information on this guidelines please contact [email protected] As part of the AIESEC 2010 Roadmap – a guideline tool to ensure the organization will achieve its AIESEC 2010 vision – different paths will be outlined, being one of them the Issue-based AIESEC Experiences implementation. For more information on the AIESEC 2010 Roadmap please contact [email protected]. For more information on the Issue-based AIESEC Experiences Path towards AIESEC 2010 achievement please contact [email protected]
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As part of the follow up on the current Global IGs, and in order to ensure its certification and Global Learning Networks, diverse initiatives have been taken forward. The Global Learning Networks community in AIESEC.net has been updated for such purpose as well as the different IG sub-groups in the community. To help you plan your LN activities and develop a better understanding of how LNs should be working, some additional resources have been developed and launched. These resources and tools are useful for both LCs and MCs (you can also find them in the Global Learning Networks community): 9 Managing LNs at National Level – Understand your role as a MC of managing LNs at the national level and in supporting your LCs in doing LN activities more effectively. 9 Managing LNs at Local Level – If you are a LC, which is a member of any one or more of the Learning Network Initiative Groups, then this document is meant to work as a basic guide for you to be able to deliver your commitments to the Initiative Group. 9 The AIESEC Learning Environment – Understand the full picture of the self-driven Learning Environment that we are trying to create at the LC level, for complete implementation of @XP and get insights into how you can get started. 9 PBoX Manual – If you have not developed an exchange project yet around the specific LN theme, this tool would help you in developing the project and getting your members engaged into it. 9 Issue Based Member Induction – It is recruitment time all around the world. Understand how your LC can go about introducing the LN topics to your new members and induct them around the LN issues. 9 Understanding the Virtual Platform – Our Virtual Spaces have a unique role to play in the context of the AIESEC Learning Environment and specially Learning Networks. Understand the role of the different components of our virtual space and see how you can participate in the best way possible to learn more about the topic of your interest.



Please contact the AI IG Leader and/or the drive team of the IG in which your country/territory/LC has subscribed for more information: 9



Energy IG – AI IG Leader [email protected]



9



CR IG – AI IG Leader [email protected]



9



HIV/AIDS IG – AI IG Leader [email protected]



9



Finance IG – AI IG Leader [email protected]



9



Education IG – AI IG Leader [email protected]



Global IG Blogs are being revamped as well: 9



http://energy.myaiasec.net



9



http://corporateresponsibility.myaiesec.net



9



http://genesis.myaiesec.net



9



http://finance.myaiasec.net



9



http://education.myaiesec.net
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Finally, AI Directors and GN Boards have been working on implementation of Issuebased Experiences through the GN initiatives. Please visit the Growth Networks Communities for more information: 9



Africa HIV/AIDS, Entrepreneurship, and Tourism – [email protected]



9



AP Entrepreneurship – [email protected]



9



CEE Entrepreneurship – [email protected]



9



MENA Arabesque: Bridging the gap between the Arab/Muslim and Western worlds [email protected] and [email protected]



9



SSGN Entrepreneurship, Social Entrepreneurship and Corporate Responsibility [email protected]



9



WENA Emerging Markets – [email protected]



5.2. Member Committees efforts for implementation: Different countries/territories have been taking bold steps in implementation of issue-based AIESEC experiences. Feel free to contact the members of the following MCs for further information about their practices and their key learning points: 9 9 9 9 9 9 9



India Colombia Republic of Macedonia Poland Cameroon Estonia Malaysia
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APPENDIX I ISSUE-BASED AIESEC EXPERIENCES & T-LEADERSHIP
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